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Political culture is one of the dominant factors shaping a country's political 
structures, electoral behaviour and modes of organization for political action 
(Elazar, 1984: 109). As a pattern of orientation to political action in which each 
political system is embedded and rooted in the cumulative historical experiences of 
particular groups of people, a political culture consists of a framework of values that 
establishes cultural limits on individual and group political behaviour, thus shaping 
the style of political activity in a society (Hanson, 1980: 18). Though there is no 
unambiguous definition of political culture in the political science literature (see 
Elazar, 1984; Hanson, 1980; Patterson, 1968; Easton, 1965; Pye and Verba, 1965; 
Almond and Verba, 1963; etc.) the concept clearly entails the set of attitudes, beliefs 
and sentiments that give order and meaning to the political process, encompasses 
both the political ideals and operating norms of a polity, and is a manifestation of 
the psychological and subjective dimensions of politics (International Encyclopaedia 
of the Social Sciences, 1968: 218). 

The set of perceptions of what politics is and what can be expected from 
government, the kinds of people who become active in politics and government, and 
the actual ways in which government is practiced by politicians, public officials and 
citizens stand out as particularly influential aspects of the political culture for the 
operations of the political system (Elazar, 1984: 112). These three aspects of what, 
by whom and how politics and governance are done  impact significantly, therefore, 
on society’s civic behaviour and the character of law abidingness, as well as the 
actions of government (ibid.). The nature of parliamentary activity therefore 
transcends the scope of the parliamentary arena to have a significant bearing on the 
mode of operation of the entire political system and subsystems. Particularly in 
‘moralistic’ political cultures, as Elazar notes, in setting the standards of conduct, 
parliamentarians significantly codetermine the overall tone of the political activity, 
thus influencing the system of political interactions, input demands of the citizenry 
and the conversion of system outputs (Patterson, 1968: 191). As a result, any 
parliamentary political behaviours that tend to rank personal gains and preferences 
of socio-economic elites over the well-being of the commonwealth are likely to 
induce behaviour hostile to apparently much needed reforms of the state. 

This paper, examines Slovenian parliamentary political culture by analysing roll-call 
votes of MPs. By analysing deputy voting behaviour in various fields of public 
policies over a lengthy period of time, we identify the prevailing patterns of 
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parliamentary political culture according to Daniel Elazar’s (1984) established triadic 
typology of individualistic, moralistic and traditionalistic political culture, thus 
explicating the nature of the motivations that the Slovenian parliamentary arena 
disperses to the wider political system. 


